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Contribute to locomote-cookbooks/etc_environment development by creating an account on GitHub. GitHub is home to over 40 million developers working together to host and review code, manage projects, and build software together. Sign up. Populates /etc/environment http://community.opscode.com/cookbook etc_environment 9 commits. 1 branch. Berkshelf. Policyfile. Knife. cookbook 'etc_environment', '~> 1.0.1'. cookbook 'etc_environment', '~> 1.0.1', :supermarket. knife supermarket install etc_environment. knife supermarket download etc_environment. README. This cookbook populates /etc/environment. Requirements. This cookbook has been tested on CentOS and RHEL version 6.4. Attributes: `node['etc_environment']` - a hash of environment variables, e.g. { 'DB_HOST' => 'db.myapp.com', 'NODE_ENV' => 'production' }. Usage.